
Voice Picking Made Easy!

Caters from 
1 - 25 pickers

/  World leading technology 

/  Faster turnaround from order to loading

/  Implementation within a day
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Lydia® Plug&Play
Employing voice technology in the 
warehouse is now easier than ever! Lydia® 
Plug&Play is a preconfigured out of the box 
package for voice picking applications for 
up to 25 users. 

All necessary components for a simple 
and successful upgrade to a “speaking 
warehouse” are already included, such as 
software, hardware and go-live services. 
If needed the basic package can be 
enhanced by adding additional modules. 

The simple Plug&Play package is based 
on standard components and processes. 
It makes implementing voice picking 
extremely easy as well as very affordable. 
In addition to Picking, other modules are 
available to extend functionality to cover 
everything from Goods In through to 
Dispatch including Product Counting whilst 
still keeping costs very much under control. 

It especially offers small and medium sized 
businesses the opportunity to benefit from 
voice directed processes in 1 simple, easy 
to implement, ‘all in the box’ affordable 
package. Why spend more than you need 
to? 
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Picking Module
- Single orders
- Batch picking
- Split orders
- Best before date*

- Weight*

- Serial numbers*

- Lot numbers*

Printing Module
- Labels
- Packing lists
- Delivery notes
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topsystem Systemhaus GmbH
Monnetstraße 24
52146 Würselen
Germany

Phone: +49.2405.4670-0
Fax: +49.2405.4670-10
E-Mail:  info@topsystem.de
Web: www.topsystem.de

/ Easy
Common connection to WMS / ERP-Systems.

/ Fast
      Productive operation within a very short period of time.

/ Flexible
Configurable to most stardard processes.

/ Cost-effective
Affordable out of the box package for small and medium sized 

businesses.

/ Buy or lease
      Purchase or lease options available with attractive packages.

Implementation within 1 day!

9:00  9:30  10:00  10:30  12:00  13:00  14:00  16:00

Delivery
Unpack Equipment

Plug in
Installation

Testing
Lunch Break

Initial User Training
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“topsystem worked hard to make sure that we were 
comfortable with how we put the system in and how 
we were going to set about it. (...) 
And then on one Monday morning the topsystem 
team arrived in Somerset and all the necessary bits 
were installed and set up. (...) 
This was a project costing us just over € 38K and 
it was refreshing to deal with a company that 
were confident in their ability to provide us with 
something that we were going to be more than 
happy to pay for.”

Paul James, Managing Director
J&K Aquatics Ltd. , Somerset, United Kingdom


